Introduction Double-blind randomized placebo-controlled trials are generally considered to be the gold standard for evaluating the efficacy of a psychopharmacological intervention in the treatment of affective disorders. Furthermore, positive results from a trial of this type are a prerequisite for a new drug to get approval for use in clinical care. Placebo-controlled randomized controlled trials (RCTs) have several strengths. Randomization with allocation concealment makes sure that all study participants have a nonzero chance to be assigned to one of the treatment groups, so that known and unknown risk factors and prognostic factors regarding study outcome should be equally distributed between them. Therefore, if there is a difference in the outcome criteria between the treatment groups at the end of the study, this difference might be interpreted as causally related to differences in the efficacy of the applied interventions in the population of patients represented by the sample of patients in the trial. A placebo is a therapeutic intervention which does not differ from the active intervention regarding mode of application, appearance, color, taste and smell, but which does not have a specific mode of action and is therefore believed not to have an effect on a person. Thus, in randomized placebo-controlled trials, placebo is used as the control condition for the active intervention to get a realistic idea of the factual efficacy of the active intervention compared to an intervention with a substance with no effect. Blinding is used to hide patient assignment to the study arms to participants involved in the study until the end of the study. The goal of this measure is to minimize biases which may evolve if treatment outcome is influenced by the knowledge of treatment assignment (e.g., active drug, placebo). Double-blinding refers to the fact that not only the patient but also the treating physician/rater is not informed about treatment assignment. All the study procedures described above are measures which aim to ensure that the study has high internal validity, i.e., that the results of the study reflect the true effect of the intervention, free from systematic errors (bias). High internal validity is a requirement for the applicability of the study results in clinical practice. Unfortunately, experience has shown that there are several problems with the interpretation of the results of randomized placebo-controlled trials in the treatment of affective disorders, most of them relate to the external validity of the results of such trials. A study is considered to have high external validity if the study results can be well transferred into routine clinical care. Differences in patient characteristics, applied interventions or general frame-work may result in a study having low external validity and consequently only limited use for clinical care. For example, patients with a major depressive episode from the Sequenced Treatment Alternatives to Relieve Depression (STAR*D) project fulfilling typical entry criteria for phase III trials (efficacy sample) had a shorter average duration of illness and lower rates of family history of substance abuse, prior suicide attempts, and anxious and atypical symptom features than those patients not fulfilling the inclusion criteria (nonefficacy sample). Furthermore, despite similar medication dosing and time at exit dose, the efficacy sample tolerated the antidepressant used (citalopram) better. In addition, they also had higher rates of response (51.6 versus 39.1 %) and remission (34.4 versus 24.7 %). In addition, these differences persisted even after adjustments for baseline differences [1] . Nowadays, many study participants in phase III trials are recruited by advertisements. There is evidence suggesting that these symptomatic volunteers may not be representative of treatment-seeking patients encountered in clinical care [2] .
As mentioned earlier, in the treatment of affective disorders, the knowledge of treatment assignment (active drug, placebo) is believed to have an impact on the outcome of an intervention; therefore, blinding is used to minimize potentially resulting biases. However, knowledge of the possibility of being assigned to placebo, about which the study participants are apprised through the informed consent form (ICF), also influences response and remission rates both for the active antidepressant and the placebo [3, 4] and study outcome [5] . As the use of placebo is not part of routine clinical care, the external evidence of placebo-controlled trials may be compromised. Nevertheless, a greater likelihood of receiving placebo predicts greater antidepressant-placebo separation at endpoint. It has been proposed that informed consent could be even more explicit and clear about the probability of receiving placebo or that study designs could be modified in such a way so as to increase the probability of receiving placebo (versus active treatment) [5] . In addition, such a measure is likely to not attract real treatment-seeking patients representative of those encountered in routine clinical care but to attract symptomatic volunteers with more opaque motives [2] .
To address the problems outlined above and to mirror clinical practice in clinical trial design more closely (and thereby improve the external validity of randomized double-blind placebo-controlled trials in the pharmacological treatment of major depression), we have proposed to introduce two key measures as part of a new concept [6] : (i) active medication for all study participants at the end of late phase III clinical trials; (ii) to re-conceptualize the role of the placebo and what constitutes being randomized to the placebo arm. This would involve explaining to study participants in the informed consent form that improvement in their depressive symptoms may occur spontaneously while on the placebo arm, in which case they may have been spared unnecessary medication and to additionally emphasize that study participation is likely to result in increased and more regular contact with clinicians and closer monitoring of their symptoms which can be beneficial in its own right. This approach may also allow to conduct a placebo-controlled trial in major depression in an open fashion [6, 7] .
Another type of study that may be useful in avoiding at least some of the problems discussed above is noninferiority trials which compare a new therapy against standard care. However, in order to demonstrate the non-inferiority (or superiority) of the new therapy versus the established active comparator, a large sample size may be required. However, this type of study does not address the clinically relevant question of whether any treatment is more effective than no treatment, for example compared to a watchful waiting strategy as used in clinical practice and recommended in international treatment guidelines.
Another interesting strategy is to conduct doubleblind placebo-controlled trials in which the new drug or placebo is given simultaneously on top of standard antidepressant or anti-manic treatment. The feasibility of this approach in terms of enrolling real treatmentseeking severely ill patients (some of them in-patients) has been demonstrated recently. In addition, it proved successful in terms of drug-placebo separation at endpoint [8] . Such an approach would also allow for the inclusion of treatment-resistant patients or patients with suicidal ideation who are typically excluded from placebo-controlled trials but represent a substantial portion of treatment-seeking patients in routine clinical care.
While some of the approaches outlined above may be useful in addressing typical problems of standard double-blind randomized placebo-controlled trials in the treatment of affective disorders, other problems remain unsolved. These are, among others, how to assess the efficacy of watchful waiting often practiced with mild major depressive episodes in routine clinical care as well as how to personalize treatment to patients with affective disorders.
In the following, we introduce two statistical procedures that will allow us to address, among others, these questions: marginal structural models and Q-learning.
Q-learning
The Q-learning algorithm is based on the point-of-view that the best possible clinical care requires treatment recommendations that are tailored to individual patient characteristics. This notion is formalized as a decision rule that maps patient characteristics to a recommended treatment. An example of a simple treatment regime in the context of bipolar depression [9• ] is as follows:
If hypo(manic) prior to depressive episode then anti-depressant alone; Else if age exceeds 60, then mood stabilizer and paroxetine; Else mood stabilizer and bupropion. Thus, a treatment regime is an algorithm that dictates treatment according to patients' current health status. Furthermore, a treatment regime estimated from data can be used to generate new clinical questions for future investigation, e.g., do patients experiencing hypo(mania) prior to a depressive episode benefit from an adjunctive mood stabilizer? Procedures for estimating treatment regimes like that listed in [9•] have been well-studied in statistics. Recent surveys include Nahum-Shani et al. [10, 11] and Schulte et al. (2014) [12] . Extensions of these methods exist to handle missing data [13] , censoring [14, 15] , multiple outcomes [16] , and continuous treatments (e.g., dose) [17] . However, all of these estimators share the same basic structure. Our goal is to describe the statistical thinking that underpins these estimators and to describe the implementation details of one such estimator, Q-learning.
Suppose that given any regime, say π, you were able to determine the expected clinical outcome if you used π to assign treatments to a population of interest, say V(π). Then, to compare two regimes, say π and π′, it would be sufficient to compare V(π) and V(π′), e.g., if the clinical outcome were diseasefree survival time, then we would prefer π to π′ if V(π)9V(π′). Given any collection of regimes, Π, the optimal regime, in terms the mean clinical outcome, is the regime that maximizes (or minimizes) V(π) over all π in Π. Estimation of an optimal regime from data typically proceeds in three steps: (S1) choose a class of potential regimes, Π; (S2) derive an estimatorV π ð Þ for each π in Π; and (S3) choose the maximizer ofV π ð Þ over π in Π as the estimator of the optimal regime [18] . 1 The class used in (S1) is maybe infinite, e.g., the class of all possible regimes; however, in some applications, it may be desirable to restrict this class to ensure parsimony, interpretability, or the satisfaction or logistical/cost constraints [17, 19, 20] . Thus, (S1) is generally informed by subject matter knowledge. Implementation of (S2) depends on the study design used to generate the available data; special care must be taken with observational studies due to potential confounding [12] . We describe an implementation of (S2) using Q-learning below. The complexity of (S3) depends on the class chosen in (S1) and the estimator used in (S2). As we show below, (S3) is trivial when using Q-learning with set to be all possible regimes. However, in other settings, this step can be extremely computationally intensive requiring specialized optimization algorithms or heuristics [16, 21] .
Mathematical description of Q-learning
We assume the observed data are {(
n , which comprise n independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) copies of the tuple (X,A,Y) where X denotes a vector of pre-treatment patient characteristics, A denotes treatment received coded to take values in {0,1}, e.g., active treatment (A=1) and control (A=0), and Y denotes a scalar outcome coded so that higher values are better. Formally, a treatment regime is a map, π, so that a patient presenting with X=x is assigned treatment π(x). To define an optimal treatment regime, we use the language of potential outcomes. Let Y*(a) denote the potential outcome that a patient would experience if assigned treatment a. For any regime, π, define Y*(a)=π(X)Y*(1)+(1−π(X))Y*(0) to be the potential outcome if treatment is assigned according to π. For any π define V(π)=EY*(π). The optimal regime, say π opt , satisfies V(π opt )≥V(π) for all regimes π. To estimate π opt from the data, we make the following assumptions: (A1) the treatment assignment mechanism is completely determined by X and factors that are independent of the potential outcomes {Y*(0),Y*(1)}; (A2) treatments are randomly assigned such that all patients have probability at least p min 90 of receiving each treatment; and (A3) the outcome observed is the potential outcome under treatment actually received. We have stated these assumptions informally, precise mathematical versions of these assumptions can be found in Zhang et al. 2012 [21] . Assumptions (A1)-(A2) are satisfied by design in a randomized clinical trial but are not applicable to an observational study.
Define Q(x,a)=E(Y|X=x,A=a). Under (A1)-(A3), it can be shown that for any regime π V(π)=EQ{X,π(X)}. From this expression, it follows that π 
. Because Q-learning requires only a least squares fit, it can be implemented readily using essentially any existing statistical computing environment. Under the assumption that Q(x,a)=Q(x,a;β*) for some "true" coefficient vector β*, confidence intervals and hypothesis tests for the components of β* can be computed using standard methods for ordinary least squares. Furthermore, in the active-treatment versus control setting, x T 1β1 can be interpreted as a score so that only patients with a high-score are identified as candidates for the new treatment.
Marginal structural models
Marginal structural models (MSMs) [22] [23] [24] [25] aim at evaluating potential causal effects associated with different fixed treatment regimes that were realized in actual clinical practice by using the framework of potential outcomes and accounting for time-dependent confounding. When comparing outcomes associated with various observed treatment regimes, confounding may occur because a decision to assign patients to different treatments over time may be driven by patients intermediate outcomes observed during the course of the treatment.
For example, a patient who developed a depressive syndrome with sleeping problems precipitated by an acute stressor, may discuss with his/her psychiatrist how to proceed [26•] . Depending on previous experience, they agree that the best option is just to take sleeping medication for a short period, take several days off work, and resume exercising on a regular basis. Suppose that after 1 week, the patient reports better sleep and a modest improvement in their depressive symptoms; however, this improvement does not fulfill the criteria for response. The psychiatrist and the patient therefore decide to continue treatment for another 2 weeks. After these 2 weeks, in spite of the interventions described above, the depressive symptoms have worsened. After discussing the patient's recent health trajectory, the psychiatrist and the patient agree that it is now time to start with an antidepressant. Two weeks later, the patient realizes a substantial improvement, and after another 2 weeks, the patient fulfills the criteria for response. In this example, the first-line of treatment, denoted A, would be "watchful waiting," including temporary use of sleeping medication plus psychosocial interventions (take some days off work, exercising, no formal psychotherapy). The second-line treatment, denoted B, would be treatment A plus an antidepressant-which was introduced after failure of treatment A. The entire treatment sequence over time (also referred to as "treatment plan" or "treatment regime") can be depicted as AABB where positions of the letters are associated with consecutive time intervals represented as (start week-end week): (0-1), (1-3) , (3) (4) (5) , and (5-7), beginning from the time of initiation of psychosocial interventions. Associated with this treatment sequence is the sequence of patient's severity scores: Y 0 , Y 1 , Y 3 , Y 5 , and Y 7 , observed at weeks 0 (baseline), 1, 3, 5, and 7. The decisions to assign the patient initially to treatment A and to switch them from treatment A to B after the first 3 weeks of watchful waiting were largely driven by the patients outcomes observed prior to these time points. Therefore, a direct comparison of observed outcomes associated with different treatment plans would be inappropriate as it may lead to biased estimate of relative efficacy of the two plans. For example, imagine another patient with a treatment sequence BBBB who may have been very sick from the beginning and therefore put on antidepressant immediately, after which s/he had some modest improvement after 9 weeks. A direct comparison of observed outcomes for plans AABB and BBBB for these two patients (or, more generally, for a sample of such patients) may be biased in favor of AABB and therefore would mask potential efficacy associated with psychopharmacological treatment B. In the hypothetical situation of a "careless physician" who would toss a fair coin at each time point to decide whether the patient should remain on their current treatment or switch to the other one, a simple direct comparison of observed outcomes for each realized treatment sequence would be an unbiased estimate of associated treatment effect by the virtue of randomization. Now, imagine that our hypothetical physician tosses a biased coin so that the probability of treatment assignment (A or B) depends on the severity of a patient's observed depressive symptoms so that more severe patients had a larger probability of being assigned to treatment B. Specifically, let us assume that a patient who is current receiving treatment A has a probability 0.9 of being switched from A to B if their depression severity score exceeds a relapse cutoff, c 1 , and has a probability 0.3 of switching to B if their depression score is below c 1 , whereas a patient who is already receiving treatment B would have a probability of 0.7 to remain on B if their severity score is above a remission cutoff, c 2 , and a probability of 0.5 of remaining on B if it is below c 2 . A similar treatment assignment mechanism was used in a simulation experiment described in Severus et al. 2013 [26•] . Note that had we known these probabilities we could have utilized them to estimate for each patient the probability of being assigned to the treatment sequence that they actually received during the entire treatment period simply as a product of associated probabilities of realized treatment assignment at every time point. These probabilities could then be used to adjust the naive head-to-head comparison via inverse probability weighting when comparing the mean outcomes for patients who received different treatment sequences. In reality, we do not know the underlying mechanism of treatment assignment, given patient's current or past severity, but having a large sample of data with observed confounders (here, previous treatment outcomes) that may have driven physicians' treatment decisions, we can estimate probabilities of observed treatment regimes from the data using appropriate modeling techniques, e.g., logistic regression, and use these estimated probabilities to draw final inference. Therefore, MSM proceeds in two stages. At the first stage, probability of observed treatment regimes is modeled based on various observed intermediate outcomes and patient characteristics as predictor variables. Note that it is essential to have nontrivial probabilities of assignment to either treatment groups A or B, whether patients are experiencing higher or lower levels of depression severity (so that the conditional probabilities of treatment assignment, given patients current severity status are well-defined and bounded away from 0 or 1), otherwise the weights would be unstable or impossible to estimate. Such an adverse situation may occur, for example, if physicians are deterministically assigning patients whose severity score at some time point exceeds a pre-defined cutoff to treatment B, leaving no chance of observing patients with the same severity scores but receiving A. This is sometimes called the experimental treatment assumption (ETA) [27] . Also, the success of the MSM depends on the validity of the assumption of no unmeasured confounders, essentially meaning that all relevant variables that may be driving physicians' decisions are collected and properly accounted for in estimating the probability of treatment assignment. For a more technical treatment of this and other MSM assumptions, see Robins et al. 2000 [25] . At the second stage, the outcomes associated with different treatment regimes are compared using standard statistical analysis (such as ANCOVA, logistic regression, estimating equations for repeated measures or proportional hazards Cox model for time to event outcome) applied to the data where each patient's record is weighted inversely to the estimated probability of treatment regime observed for that patient. Timevarying weights can be incorporated in analyses where the model is repeated measures or time to event.
Conclusion
While traditional double-blind randomized placebo-controlled trials, in which a new approval-seeking drug is compared to placebo, are characterized by high internal validity, this type of study has substantial limitations regarding the extent to which the study results can be transferred into routine clinical care in the treatment of affective disorders. Therefore, new methodological approaches which may overcome these problems are clearly needed, with marginal structural models and Q-learning representing two of the most promising approaches in this field. 1 It is not necessary to estimate V(π) as it is sufficient to determine the sign of V(π)−V(π*) for each π in Π. However, we will not pursue such technicalities further (see Zhao et al. [18] ; Zhang et al. [19, 21] for a discussion).
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